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Scooby-Doo character Scooby-Doo is the eponymous character in the Scooby-Doo animated television series
created by the popular American animation company Hanna-Barbera. Scooby-Doo is the pet and lifelong
companion of Shaggy Rogers and in many iterations, including the original series, is regarded as a unique
anthropomorphic Great Dane dog who is able to speak in broken English, unlike most other dogs in his reality,
and usually puts the letter R in front of words spoken. From to , he was voiced by Scott Innes. In Scooby-Doo
and Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed , Scooby was voiced by Neil Fanning. Scooby is currently â€”present
voiced by Frank Welker the voice of Fred Jones. Shaggy is a cowardly slacker more interested in eating than
solving mysteries. He is the only Scooby-Doo character besides Scooby to appear in all iterations of the
franchise. From to , Shaggy was voiced by Casey Kasem ; he would return to voice him again from to Shaggy
is currently â€”present being voiced by Matthew Lillard , who played Shaggy in the live action theatrical
films. Fred usually takes the lead in solving mysteries. When searching for clues, Fred and Daphne usually go
together with Velma coming along, but sometimes Fred and Daphne would pair off, having Velma to go with
Shaggy and Scooby. In A Pup Named Scooby-Doo , Fred was depicted as being somewhat less intelligent,
believing in legends such as Bigfoot and mole people , and liked reading a magazine called The National
Exaggerator. In each episode, Fred would usually wrongly blame the crime on the neighborhood bully Red
Herring a play on the idiom red herring. In his teenage version he is shown to have many interests obsessions
for traps, martial arts, wrestling, and weight lifting. He is shown to be hopeless at speaking any language other
than English. The Mystery Map he is called Fredward. Fred is voiced by Frank Welker , who has retained this
role throughout every incarnation of each series where Fred is portrayed as a teenager from to and again since
Daphne was portrayed as the enthusiastic, but clumsy and danger-prone, hence her nickname "Danger-Prone
Daphne" revealed by her cousin, Shannon, being danger-prone is a Blake family trait in Scooby-Doo! She
serves as the damsel in distress and would occasionally get kidnapped, tied up, gagged and left imprisoned.
Scooby and Shaggy usually save her, but sometimes Fred and Velma or even the whole gang do it. But as the
franchise went on, she became a stronger, more independent character, who can take care of herself. Daphne is
also seen as the moral support in adaptations such as Mystery Incorporated. When Scooby is nowhere to be
found, Daphne also shouts "Scooby-Doo! In later series, Daphne is the one who owns the Mystery Machine
and lets Fred drive it due to her crush on him. She occasionally helps the rest of the gang capture the villain by
using some random, yet helpful, accessories in her purse, backpack, or any other bag she has at the moment.
For example, in one episode, the gang is tied to posts by ropes, so Daphne pulls out her credit card and slices
the ropes in half, leaving her free to untie the other members of the gang. On the sail boat, the snake demon
attacks Daphne and demands an idol to return. Daphne throws it to Scooby, Shaggy and Scrappy. Her usual
appearance consists of a purple dress, pink pantyhose , purple shoes, and a green scarf. In Scooby-Doo and the
Cyber Chase , she wore a purple and green three-piece suit with matching shoes. As a child, she wore a pink
sweater, red skirt, and pink pantyhose with white go-go boots. In The 13 Ghosts of Scooby-Doo, she wore
some other purple clothes with purple pants and purple high heels. While not as clever as Velma, Daphne
would always solve her problems in a different way. The character later became more confident and started
playing a more active role as time went on, a result of changing attitudes towards women during the s and s.
The youthful pre-teenage Daphne portrayed in A Pup Named Scooby-Doo would commonly call upon her
butler , Jenkins, to do various tasks, such as ridding her of people, beating up a monster, freaking out, etc. This
Daphne is also shown to be more narcissistic and sarcastic then usual. In the movie Scooby-Doo on Zombie
Island , Daphne as a young adult, had a very successful investigative TV series called Coast to Coast with
Daphne Blake on a fictional channel called "Americana", which the show had aired on for two seasons.
Throughout the various incarnations of the character, there has been speculation that Daphne and Fred had an
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attraction toward each other. This is emphasized in Scooby-Doo! Throughout the first season, they are shown
to be actively dating with Fred showing more of his feelings toward Daphne. Daphne was voiced by Indira
Stefanianna Christopherson from to Daphne was voiced by Mary Kay Bergman from to Daphne was voiced
by Grey DeLisle in and she is the current voice of Daphne. She was portrayed by Sarah Michelle Gellar in the
live-action films and by Kate Melton in the live-action telefilms. Velma Dinkley Throughout her various
incarnations, Velma is usually portrayed as a highly intelligent young woman with various interests ranging
from highly specified sciences which in the "Scooby and Scrappy Doo" series leads her to pursue a career as a
NASA research scientist or merely being very well read on various and sometimes obscure information, such
as ancient Viking writing as in the third Scooby Doo series "The New Scooby Doo Mysteries".
Abracadabra-Doo , Velma is described by her younger sister Madelyn as being "born with a mystery book in
her hand". Consequently, Velma is usually the one to figure out the mystery, sometimes with the help of Fred
and Daphne. In the first series, notably Where Are You! When Scooby is too afraid to volunteer to help with a
mission, Velma often offers him a dog treat called a " Scooby Snack " as a bribe. In the original Where Are
You! However, in the second series, The New Scooby Doo Movies, Velma is said to have graduated from a
different high school than her friends as stated in the episode "Spirited Spooked Sports Show". In the current
series, Velma is stated to be a native of Ohio, unlike the other members of the gang. Marla Frumkin replaced
her from and would voice the character again in Velma was voiced by B. Ward from to Velma was voiced by
Mindy Cohn from In Be Cool, Scooby-Doo! After his addition to the show proved to be a ratings success,
Hanna-Barbera restructured the show around Scrappy in The original format of four teenagers and their dog s
solving supernatural mysteries for a half-hour was eschewed for simpler, more comedic adventures which
involved real supernatural villains the villains in previous Scooby episodes were almost always regular
humans in disguise. Scrappy remained an integral part of the Scooby-Doo franchise, on both television and in
Scooby-related licensed products and merchandising, through the end of the s. Teamed with his uncle
Yabba-Doo and Deputy Dusty, he helped maintain law and order in a small town in the American west. In
later years, the presence of Scrappy-Doo has been criticized as having had a negative effect on the various
Scooby-Doo series of the s. In the first live-action Scooby-Doo theatrical film â€” where Scrappy played a
decidedly negative role, wanting revenge on Mystery Inc. When Velma is talking to a guy at the bar who likes
her, she tells him that Scrappy was not a puppy, but had a glandular disorder. Like all the previous
direct-to-video movies, Scrappy never made an appearance. Scrappy was voiced by Lennie Weinrib from to
He was replaced by Don Messick who would voice him from to In the first live action theatrical movie he was
voiced by Scott Innes. The inclusion of Scooby-Dum is considered one of the first missteps in Scooby-Doo
cartoons. His adventures take place out west, where he fights crime with his master, a bumbling deputy named
Deputy Dusty, and his enthusiastic nephew Scrappy-Doo. She is seen walking past the screen in two separate
scenes in the beginning. He is first visited by Shaggy, Scooby, Daphne and Scrappy with Flim-Flam, after
they need some help with their plane, which has crash-landed in a nearby temple in Tibet. After Shaggy and
Scooby unwittingly unleash thirteen terrible ghosts from the chest in which they were locked, Van Ghoul tells
them that they must trap them again. He shares personality traits with his voice actor, Vincent Price , like
having a very morbid and dark sense of humour. Mystery Incorporated , Van Ghoul is an actor who does
horror films much like Vincent Price , who was the inspiration for his character. He is constantly referenced
and glimpses of his movies can be seen throughout the series according to Shaggy he has done more than
movies. However, he was kicked out of town, and managed to meet up with the current Scooby gang, who was
trying to find the Mystery Machine an airplane hidden by Bogel and Weerd. He took them to a psychic
Vincent Van Ghoul who could help the whole group find their mode of transportation, and warned them of
ensuing danger. Daphne is a given a drink laced with wolfsbane due to the fact the townspeople believe that
she overheard their secret, and when the night falls on the town, the group finds out that the whole town is
actually a werewolf cult. They are pursued into the sewers, and Flim Flam opens one of his products to spray
on Daphne, who reverts to normal. He goes on to cure the rest of the townspeople, who are ever grateful for
the help. When Scrappy , Daphne and Flim Flam question them as to how they got that way in the first place,
they are told that they were turned into werewolves as revenge for sealing the Thirteen Ghosts into the Chest
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of Demons, and the current group races to keep Shaggy and Scooby from opening the chest, but to no avail.
After Shaggy and Scooby open the chest and release the thirteen ghosts within it, Flim Flam decides to join
them in their hunt to return them to the chest. Daphne remarks that Flim Flam was arrested and received a
harsh sentence of 25 years to life for being a juvenile con-artist this was an inside joke; 25 years had passed
between 13 Ghosts in and Mystery Incorporated in Flim Flam is voiced by Susan Blu. Weerd and Bogel[ edit
] Bogel is a fat, dimwitted ghost while Weerd is a tall, skinny ghost. Weerd is the mastermind of the two.
Weerd comes up with a scheme to lure Shaggy and Scooby to open the Chest of Demons so he and Bogel can
gain some glory with the 13 ghosts. In nearly every episode, Weerd and Bogel attempt to help out one of the
chest escapees in fulfilling their master plan. Throughout the series, Weerd and Bogel try to get into S. Bogel
is voiced by Howard Morris. They first appeared in Scooby-Doo! Their role in the Scooby-Doo franchise has
seen them as three honorary members of Mystery Inc. When it comes to their popularity, in Scooby-Doo!
Mystery Incorporated , they are already a worldwide popular band, having Velma as their number one fan in
Crystal Cove. In the movie Scooby-Doo! Along with Scooby and the rest of the gang, they end up giving out a
concert to pay for the damage the Ravencrofts did. They end up being saved, and accompany the gang to their
performance at the festival.
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She has red hair russet-orange in the cartoon , deep blue eyes and freckles. Cassidy is very much like Irma, as
she loves to have fun, and often likes to make jokes. Contents [ show ] History Little is known about Cassidy
in the comics, but in the cartoon she lived in a house in Heatherfield with her mother Emily, and the two were
very close. Cassidy was very "aquatic": Cassidy also liked going to the beach. She described Shell Beach as
her favorite place in town. She mentioned she liked walking into the ocean, looking at cute boys and going for
a swim. Cassidy had compassion for all living things and wanted to be a Doctor, more specifically a
pediatrician. She became a Guardian at 15 years old. Being the past Guardian of Water, Cassidy had the power
to manipulate water at will and mind control. She was later entrusted with the Heart of Kandrakar when the
Council of Kandrakar realized its power was corrupting Nerissa. Nerissa became obsessed with the power lost.
She begged, and later ordered Cassidy to give the Heart back. When Cassidy refused, she was accidentally
killed by Nerissa, who as punishment, was locked away in Mount Thanos. Cassidy appears to Will and reveals
she has been waiting for their contact since the time of her death, with silence as her only companion. She says
she bears no ill will towards Nerissa for killing her or the Oracle for letting her die, claiming that they did only
what they were supposed to do to keep balance in the universe. Their conversation ends with Cassidy giving
Will her own Heart of Kandrakar to battle Nerissa before Cassidy vanishes into her star, assumed to be a sign
her spirit has moved on. Cassidy remained a mind-controlled spirit until all of C. After Nerissa was defeated,
Cassidy was freed. She rejoined her year old mother and continued her life. She is voiced by Susan Chesler in
the animated series. Powers and Abilities Comics in the comics she has all of the powers that Irma does, she
also possessed the powers bestowed upon the keeper of the heart except for Quintessence she also had the
ability to create a shadow of the heart, which would work like the normal heart. Tv series Cassidy was the
previous Guardian of water, until C. She also had mind control, and Irma used her own power to set Cassidy
free. She has the elemental ability to control and manipulate the element of Water and all of its three forms
whether liquid, solid, or gas. She controlling and manipulating bodies of liquid water to stop rushing water or
create shapes like swords and can create a bubble of water filled with air to travel underwater. She can also
control and manipulate the liquid water in the clouds to make it rain and control water pressure allowing water
under her control to grab objects or even slice through metal, rock, steel, iron, and leather with ease. In the
animated series she can create water out of thin air, possibly from the water vapour in the air, and attacks
mostly with blasts of liquid water that she creates from her hands. Cassidy also has the ability to manipulate
the magical energy of water, which is manifested in the form of rays of turquoise. She can also use water for
cutting objects and hold them by increasing water pressure. She has the ability to manipulate, control and
creation of water out of thin air Water solidification: She can solidify water to grab object. She can create
various makeshift weapons such as swords, daggers, shields, barriers, and create animals such as snakes,
tentacles, and birds to attack or defend Water Walking: She can walk on water. She can create force fields
using water. She can alter the pressure of water to slice through objects. She can propel herself out from a
mass of water. She can control and summon rain such as light or heavy downpours. She can form clouds out
of water molecules. She can create thick fog, control steam. She can create thick clouds of steam for cover.
She can create massive tidal waves, whirlpools, rainstorms, downpours, floods, tsunamis at will. She can raise
bodily temperature. She can control plant life by controlling the water inside. Literally become a being of pure
liquid water Cryokinesis: She can create, control and manipulate ice, snow and hail at will
Hydro-Thermokinesis: She can super-heat and boil water and all other liquids to scalding temperatures. She
can breathe underwater. She can see vivid visions or scenes through water. Besides controlling water, the
Guardian also has the ability of:
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Explore Mary Galvin's board "Lullaby"s and Cartoons for Cassidy" on Pinterest. | See more ideas about Animated
cartoon movies, Animated cartoons and Animation. Discover recipes, home ideas, style inspiration and other ideas to
try.
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The latest Tweets from Cassidy (@Cassidy_Cartoon). Good Vibes Only. Hollidaysburg, PA.

Chapter 5 : Elaine Cassidy Movies List: Best to Worst
Find this Pin and more on Cartoons magazine by Kimberly Cassidy. CAR cartoons of the 60's 70's 80's and 90's See
more. 43 best drawing resources images on.

Chapter 6 : Katie Cassidy Movies List: Best to Worst
A charming curly girl vector cartoon character casually dressed in a T-shirt and pants. Cassidy Smiles is all set to be
your curly best friend. She will certainly grab the attention of your audience once you put her in charge.
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Eminem Vs Cassidy Battle Rap Hosted by Lush One Organink Alki David Tupac Mac Dre Eazy-E Proof And A Ton Of
Other Celebrities and Battle Rappers This Is The Best Battle Of All Time Hands Down.

Chapter 8 : Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kids Episode Guide -Hanna-Barbera | BCDB
Robert Leroy Parker, better known as Butch Cassidy, was a notorious American train robber and bank robber, and the
leader of a gang of criminal outlaws known.

Chapter 9 : Cassidy- OC | Archive of Our Own
David Cassidy says he was still drinking in the last years of his life and he did not have dementia. June 6, , at a.m. LOS
ANGELES (AP) â€” A new documentary quotes David Cassidy as.
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